
Continually developing their products and services with fresh designs & concepts, Entangle-
ments have extended their innovative metal art range to include built-to-last laser cut beds. 

 Featuring designs ranging from contemporary organic to traditional, the ‘Hanging Rock' bed 
head design can be incorporate any laser cut pattern. With emphasis on design and simple 
installation, the bed also features their popular textural rust finish. Powder coated colours are 
also available to suit. 

 Admirers of locally made metal art recognise Entanglements as a multiple award-winning 
metal artist, creating bespoke creations that can enliven a bare alfresco wall. Adding to the 
ambience, the wall art is normally backlit by LED lighting to create an outstanding focal point, 
ideal when you are entertaining at night. The company’s bespoke letterboxes and hand-fin-
ished garden sculptures are equally in demand. Their range of stylish screens can be used to 
provide a highly resilient solution for a wide range of private and decorative applications.

 Our collaboration with Australian landscapers, architects and stylists, building developers, 
and local home owners allows us to develop new designs with minimal restrictions. Customis-
ing allows our metal art to be tweaked to suit your home’s theme, colour scheme, size and 
more. We can also suggest installation options to allow for easier home assembly. 
 
 Entanglements can also dispatch from their factories in Brisbane and Adelaide meaning you 
can complete your metal art project cheaper, sooner. Now more locations will directly save on 
overall time and costs associated with delivery. 

 Search ’Entanglements’ on Pinterest for fresh ideas and trending images of creative metal 
applications in indoor-outdoor living spaces.

 For more information, contact Angel or Paul by emailing sales@entanglements.com.au, 
phoning 1300 886 811, or visit our studio showroom in Ormond, metro Melbourne. 
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